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ABSTRACT
Title of Dissertation: A cost analysis of coastal shipping of Sri Lanka
Degree: MSc
The importance of coastal shipping in Sri Lanka was not identified until 1990. Due to
the political unrest in the north part of the country the land based transport system
has been obstructed and the sea became the only connection between north and
south. However, the cost of shipping is very expensive compare to the other mode of
transport. Therefore this dissertation analyses the cost component of coastal shipping
of Sri Lanka in order to find out the reasons for higher costs.
A brief discussion is taken about the history of the political unrest in north part of the
country, the formation of coastal shipping service and the organisations that were
engaged in the coastal shipping. The current situation is explained by discussing
about the organisations presently engaged in the coastal shipping and tonnage moved
by the coastal shipping. The paper continues with the description of present situation
of the land based transport system and by explaining the importance of coastal
shipping in future inland transport system of Sri Lanka.
The analysis of cost of shipping begins with the discussion of supply of ships for
coastal shipping. The supply of ships describes the chartering policy, different types
of charter parties and discusses the chartering procedures of ships. After that the
paper discusses the selection of vessels for the coastal shipping service and factors
that should be considered before selecting vessels. Later the cost of coastal shipping
is analysed in order to find out the reasons for higher costs.
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Further more a cost comparison of road transport with shipping transport is done to
show that shipping transportation is costly than road transport.  The reasons for
higher cost are explained later.
Finally the paper analyses the possible solutions for the higher shipping cost at the
end and gives the recommendations to reduce the cost.
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The term ‘coastal shipping’ is defined as shipping operation taking place within the
territorial waters of one country, or between ports of call in one country. However,
the use of the term may differ throughout the world.
Shipping has been the natural means of transport in many countries, particularly
those with long coastlines or those consisting of numerous islands. Throughout the
world today it is possible to sample a large variety of domestic shipping from canoes
to sophisticated cargo and passenger ships. However, the importance of coastal
shipping in Sri Lanka was not identified until 1990. Due to the political unrest the
land based transport system in the North part of the country was obstructed.
Eventually sea became the connection between south and north and used as an
alternative mode of transport to land based transport. However the cost of coastal
shipping is very high when compared to the land based transport.
The objective of this study is to analyse the cost component of the coastal shipping
and find out reasons for the higher cost. In doing so the study has been constructed as
follows:
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Chapter 2 discusses the history of the conflict and reason for the political unrest of
the country and also discusses the current situation of the coastal shipping explaining
the organisations that are engaged in the coastal trade and the amount of cargo
transported.
Chapter 3 discusses the situation of land-based transport system of Sri Lanka and the
traffic congestion on the roads. This chapter also discusses how coastal shipping can
be important to overcome the current transport problem of Sri Lanka.
Chapter 4 explains the physical suitability of vessels that are to be operated in the
trade and discusses the difference between ownership and chartering of vessels. This
chapter further discusses the different types of charter contracts that are used by the
ship-owners and charterers.
Chapter 5 analyses the cost of coastal shipping of Sri Lanka
Chapter 6 compares the shipping and road transportation costs in order to show that
cost of sea transport is higher than the road transport.
Chapter 9 analyses the possible solution to reduce the cost of shipping and further
explains the cost scenario of shipping with improved efficiency.




HISTORY AND CURRENT SITUATION
2.1 History in Brief
Sri Lanka is a small island 25,332 sq. miles in area, situated at the southern tip of
India. The population of Sri Lanka is approximately 18 million. The society of Sri
Lanka is multiracial, multi religious, multi linguistic and multi cultural. There are
four predominant races: Sinhalese, Tamil, Muslim, Burger and three predominate
languages Sinhala, Tamil, English and four different religions: Buddhist, Hindu,
Islam, Christian. The Sinhalese and Tamils constitute the two main communities.
The Sinhalese constitute 74% of the population and Tamil 18.2%. The Tamil
population is heavily concentrated in the Nothern Province and lesser extent in the
Eastern Province and High lands. A map of Sri Lanka illustrating provinces of Sri
Lanka is given in figure 1.
Sri Lanka acquired its independence from British rule in 1948. After independence
the Sinhalese became the dominant social and political force and the Tamils felt that
they were being marginalised. Several different Tamil parties formed and demanded
that the Nothern and Eastern provinces become a part of a federal state homeland.
This created political unrest in the Northern and eastern part. Later, since 1983 a
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Terrorist war was escalating and the land based transportation between North and
south cut off from Vauniya and eventually sea became the connection between south
and north.
Since there was an urgent need to transport of food items and other essential items to
North part of the country, Government of Sri Lanka decided to use the sea as an
alternative to land transport There are about 1.4 million people presently living in
this part of Sri Lanka. Table1 shows the population in the North Province of Sri
Lanka in 1999.
Table 1









                                          Source: Department of census and statistic – Sri Lanka
Except for Mannar and Vauniya Districts the transportation of essential cargo to the
north province is done by sea. In order to co-ordinate the President of Sri Lanka
appointed the Commissioner General of Essential Service the task in 1990. Figure
one shows the map of Sri Lanka illustrating all the districts of the country.
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2.1.1.  The commissioner General of Essential Service
By Gazette of the Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka Extraordinary No
615/20 of June 21,1990, regulation made by the President under section 5 of the
public ordinance (chapter 40) any person or persons by name of by office may be
appointed by President to be the Commissioner General or Additional Commissioner
General of Essential Service for the whole of Sri Lanka or a part thereof. It shall be
the duty of the Commissioner General (CGES) or Additional Commissioner General
(ACGES) of Essential Service to execute and co-ordinate all activities relating to the
maintenance of essential services. Accordingly the president of Sri Lanka appointed
the CGES in 1990. The CGES answers directly to the President.
In July 1990 on behalf of the government the CGES chartered a tug boat for the
carriage of food and other essential items from Colombo to North and East of the
country which was urgently required at that time. As foodstuff could not be carried
on deck it was arranged to mount some containers on deck and stuff the cargo into
the containers for the transport the to the North.
Later another tugboat was time chartered by CGES to operate a similar service
between Port of Colombo and Kankasanthurei, Point Pedro using the same kind of
operation.
Due to the war situation in the area and for the safety of the vessels Sri Lanka Navy
vessels escort all the vessels while sail from Colombo to the north and east part of
the country. The ministry of defence has imposed a regulation on vessels to sail 50
miles off the coast for safety reasons. The table 2 compares ocean distance from port




Ocean distance from port of Colombo to other local harbours
Name of the port Distance without security in
NM
Distance with 50 miles off
coast regulations in NM
Galle 71 Not applicable
Trincomalee 317 393
Point Pedro 420 520
Kankasanthurei 432 532
           Source: SLPA & CSCL
Due to the regulation of 50 miles off the coast the distance from port of Colombo and
other local harbours have increased. The distance between Colombo and Point Pedro
and Kankasathurei increased by 100 nautical miles. Figure two illustrates all the
ports in Sri Lanka.
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Figure 1
Provinces of Sri Lanka
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Figure 2
Ports of Sri Lanka
At the beginning CGES had to charter only locally owned tug boats to operate the
coastal service as foreign ship owners were reluctant to let their vessels to go to
North and East of the island as they were under the impression that the above areas
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were “war bound” areas. After a few months of smooth operation of two tugboats,
the foreign owners gradually began to show interest in joining the coastal service.
According to the section 114(1) of Sri Lanka Merchant Shipping Act No.52 of 1971,
only Sri Lankan flagged ships could be operated on the Sri Lanka Coastal service.
But there is a provision for the Minister of Shipping to give exemption, and by a
gazette notification, the CGES was exempted from the provision of section 114(1) of
the act. Accordingly the CGES started chartereing foreign flag vessels to carry cargo
from Colombo to the North
In the meantime the demand for the other essential items were highly increased in
Northern and Eastern areas and CGES had to time charter handy size general cargo
vessels to meet the demand. The types of cargo transported are mainly foodstuff such
as rice, sugar, milk powder etc. and project cargo, which are required for the
development of the area and vehicles and building materials. Gradually the number
of vessels engaged in the coastal service increased. The name and size of the vessels
chartered by CGES so far is given in the table3.
The CGES charter vessels through tenders. The Ceylon Shipping Corporation Ltd.
(CSCL) which is the national shipping line of Sri Lanka acts as brokers and agents of
port of Colombo to CGES. From the beginning of the service CSCL has attended to
the agency operational functions in Colombo. The port dues (navigational,
stevedoring), bunker for the time-chartered vessels and the charter hire is paid by the
CGES through CSCL. CSCL co-ordinate with Sri Lanka Ports Authority (SLPA) and
arranges berth for vessels and request for the required number of gangs on behalf of
the CGES. The stevedoring charges for the cargo loaded is paid to the SLPA which
include the discharging cost at Kankasanthurei. SLPA does the discharging of cargo
at Kankasanthurei while the government agent of Jaffna Peninsula handles the
discharging at Point Pedro
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Table 3
Vessels chartered by CGES
1990-1999
Name of the Vessel Type/owner
ship




Tug Sigiri Tug/S’Lankan 20/07/90-04/01/91 -/Sir Lanka 2200
Tug Amazon Tug/S’Lankan 06/09/90-16/02/92 192/Hellenic 1800
M.v. Lanka Siri GC/S’Lankan 28/07/90-10/02/92 3831/Sri Lanka 6000at sea and
400 in port
M.v Winco Trader GC/Foreign 13/08/90-04/02/91 1402/Norway 2250
M.v Lily GC/Foreign 22/01/91-04/05/92 2571/Panama 2350
M.v. Taipan GC/Foreign 23/01/91-13/05/92 840/St.Vincent 1250
M.v. Matrana Glory GC/Foreign 22/07/91-13/08/92 960/ Maldives 1350
M.v.Pharos CH GC/Foreign 04/11/91-08/06/92 732/ St.Vincent 1250
M.v. Mrinal GC/Foreign 04/12/91-20/07/93 2038/St.Vincent 2300
M.v. Mercs Komari GC/S’Lankan 06/08/92-10/09/92 3942/Sri Lanka 3000
Tug Nilgiri Tug/S’Lankan 14/12/92-28/09/93 /Sri Lanka 4750at sea and
2450 in port
Tug Nilgiri Tug/S’Lankan 11/01/95-23/01/95 -do- 5250 at sea
20/07/95-22/07/95 and
21/11/95-30/11/95 2450 in port
M.v. Mrecs Wadduwa GC/S’Lankan 23/02/93-20/07/93 4326/Sri Lanka 3000
M.v. Ocean Trader 22/05/93-09/10/94 1308/St.Vincent 1650
M.v. Ocean Carrier 25/11/94-05/05/97 1025/Honduras 1050
M.v. Lanka Muditha GC/S’Lankan 12/02/95- still on
charter
3079/Sri Lanka 3250
M.v. Kalyani GC/S’Lankan 27/04/95-28/02/97 2547/U.A.E 2547
M.v.Newco Pride
(barge)
Barge/foreign 05/02/96-16/05/96 585/Belize 1500 including
bunkers
M.v. Astoria GC/foreign 23/03/96-18/06/96 1650/Hellenic 1050
M.v. Mercs Wadduwa GC/S’Lankan 23/05/96-07/07/96 4326/Sri Lanka 3200
M.v.Reunion GC/Foreign 07/06/96-30/03/97 3510/St.Vincent 2650
M.v. Mercs Kumana GC/S’Lankan 28/9/97-Still on
Charter
3870/Sri Lanka 2900
M.v. Dhonakuli GC/foreign 29/08/96- 1894/Maldives 1900
M.v.Mercs Kandy GC/S’Lankan 13/12/97- 20/08/98 4075/Sri Lanka 3200
M.v.Ocean Success GC/S’Lankan 20/03/97-18/11/97 3333/St.Vincent 2590
07/04/98-15/05/98 2475
09/10/98-29/03/99 2475
M.v. Atlantic Reefer GC/Foreign 18/05/97-07/07/97 2100
M.v. Dongdo voayge
chatrter for 3 voyages
GC/Foreign From 17/9/98 5116/Vietnam $ 50 per MT
*GC= General cargo vessels                                                                  Source: CSCL
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With the development of the area the demand for sea transport rapidly increased. The
requirement of private traders in the North area to transport their cargo from
Colombo further increased the demand for sea transportation. However, CGES could
not provide enough ships to meet the requirements. Therefore, other organisations
than CGES; namely Ceylon Petroleum Corporation, and Mercantile shipping
company limited commenced their own shipping services in the coastal water of Sri
Lanka to carry cargo between the Ports of Sri Lanka.
2.1.2. Ceylon Petroleum Corporation
Ceylon Petroleum Corporation (CPC) is the governmental owned Oil Company of
Sri Lanka. Since 1996 CPC operates small tankers of approximately 900-1200 tons
capacity, to transport petroleum products From Colombo to Jaffna and Galle and
from Trincomalle to Kankasathurei. In addition to the tankers CPC use a tugboat to
carry petrol in drums to Jaffna. Table 4 gives the name of the vessels charted by CPC
from 1996 to date.
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Table 4
The names of the vessels charted by Ceylon Petroleum Corporation
1996-1999


















M.T. Dunhinda September 98/
Todate
1138/Sri Lanka 1290
    Source: CPC
2.1.3. Mercantile Shipping Company Limited
The Mercantile shipping company limited (MSCL) is a Sri Lankan and
German joint venture enterprise incorporated in 1982. It is the only privately owned
shipping company in Sri Lanka. The company’s fleet consists of nine (9) break bulk
vessels. These vessels are mainly engaged in the coastal shipping of Sri Lanka.
MSCL had a contract with Sri Lanka Food department to carry Flour from Prima
flour plant at Trincomalee to Port of Colombo, Galle and Kankesanthurei since 1982.
Now they operate a shipping service to carry private trader’s cargo from Colombo to
North of Sri Lanka and carry flour from Trincomalee to Colombo and Galle on the
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return leg. The table 5 shows the names of the vessels operated by MSCL in coastal
water of Sri Lanka.
Table 5
The names of the vessels operated by MSCL
Name of  the vessel DWT/ Flag of registry
Mercs Hendala 2210/ Sri Lanka
Mercs Kandy 2550/ Sri Lanka
Mercs Komary 3942/Sri Lanka
Mercs Kumana 3870/Sri Lanka
Mercs Maho 2622/Sri Lanka
Mercs Sajinda 2210/ Sri Lanka
Mercs Uhana 2866/ Sri Lanka
Mercs Wadduwa 5710/ Sri Lanka
                                                                                                                  Source CSCL
2.2.  The current situation
At present CGES, CPC, and MSCL operate vessels in the coastal water of Sri Lanka.
CGES operates two vessels namely Lanka Muditha and Mercs Kumana. Further CPC
also continue their transport of petroleum products by using one tug boat call “ Silk
Route Supplier 1”. This tugboat is chartered on time-charter basis. They have time
chartered another tanker namely “MT Dunhida”. Meantime MSCL operates a regular
service by using their own seven vessels. In addition to these, the Sri Lankan army
operates their own service to carry army cargo from Colombo to North. However,
since it is not a commercial operation it will not be further discussed in this
dissertation. All above-mentioned services are unscheduled. Table 2.5 shows the
name and ownership of the vessels chartered by CGES and CPC and Table 2.6 shows
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the total tonnage of cargo moved by CGES, CPC and MSCL during the period 1997
to 1999.
Table 6
The ownership of the vessels, presently chartered by CGES & CPC




Name of the Owner
M.V. Lankda Muditha General Cargo 3079/Sri Lanka CSCL
M.V.Mercs Kumana -do- 3870/Sri Lanka MSCL
Silk Route supplier 1 Tanker 1059/Belize Master Divers
M.T.Dunhida Tanker 1138/Sri Lanka Lanka Maritime
Services Ltd.
                 Source: CSCL
Table 7
Total tonnage moved by coastal shipping in metric tonnes
1997-1999
Operator 1997 1998 1999 (up to
November)
CGES 53266 65433 60384
MSCL 244079 204902 225826
CPC 4887 57926 34468
Total 302232 328261 320678
                                                                                      Source: SLPA, CPC and SLFD
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At present the ports in north part of the country have no capability of handling more
than two vessels at a time. Kankesanthurei has a draught restriction and therefore,
vessels with more than 5 meters draught have to be lightened at the anchorage.
Discharging at Point Pedro can be done only via barges because there is no facility
for handling ships at this harbour. Therefore, vessel turnaround time is generally
longer. MSCL have their own barges and Government Agent (GA) of Jaffna too
owns a few number of barges.
Port Kankesanthuriei gives priority for vessel operated by the Army, CGES and CPC
while all other vessels are being handled at Point Pedro
At present the cost of transportation of CGES operated vessels is about USD 65 per
freight ton. MSCL has a commodity tariff where freight charges vary from USD 34
to USD 50 per freight ton. A copy of a tariff of MSCL is given in annex 1.
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CHAPTER 3
THE LAND-BASED TRANSPORT SYSTEM
There are two modes of transport that play prominent role in the inland transport
system of Sri Lanka.
• Road
• Rail
3.1.  Road transportation system
About 90% of the demand for passenger and goods transportation in Sri Lanka is met
by using the island wide road network of nearly 100,000 kms. The Road
Development Authority (RDA) is responsible for the maintenance and development
of A and B class national highways which account for 11,285 kms*1. Approximately
another 15,000 kms of roads categorised as C and D class*2are under the purview of
Provincial Councils (PCs). The remaining roads, which comprise local roads, estate
roads and agricultural roads, are under the local government and other public and
private institutions including plantation companies, the Mahaweli Authority, the
Irrigation department and the Wild Life Department.
                                                
1 Source: Central Bank of Sri Lanka
2 Source: Central Bank of Sri Lanka
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Although Sri Lanka has relatively good road coverage and road density, road
maintenance and improvement have not kept pace with the increasing need for a
better road network due to resource limitations. There are several other factors such
as the resistance that has to be faced in acquiring land for building of new roads or
widening the existing roads, the waste of funds due to the lack of co-ordination
among highway authorities and utility agencies and financial constraints faced by
contractors, that delay the completion of projects.
During 1998 the total expenditure on roads increased by 3% to Rs.5783 million. Of
total expenditure 57% was allocated to rehabilitation and improvements of roads, and
bridges, while 38% was allocated for the construction, amendments of the roads.
Developing and maintaining of national roads of Sri Lanka are mostly funded by the
foreign loans. Even though internationally financed road maintenance and
improvement have not kept pace with the increasing need for a better road network
due to resource limitations. The number of registered motor vehicles in the country is
steadily increasing year by year, which increases the road congestion mostly in the




Number of motor vehicles on registers as at 31st December of each year
1989-1996









Source: Department of census and statistics
The increasing road congestion requires further widening or development of new
roads in the country, which again requires more funds. According to available data,
trucks do 95% of goods transportation of Sri Lanka. There are about 135,687goods
transport vehicles (source DOCS) which constitute some 10% of the total registered
vehicles in the country.
Being the commercial capital and the trade centre of the country the heavy flows of
goods transporting vehicles including passenger-transporting vehicles per day creates
heavy traffic congestion on the main roads of the Colombo City. Not only within the
City of Colombo but also on the main roads of the country which has increased the
road accidents in the island considerably. According to the Department of Police
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approximately 18100 trucks inflow and outflow daily from the city of Colombo. The
heavy flow of vehicles increases the traffic congestion in the city. Table 9 shows the
road accidents reported to police in the City of Colombo due to heavy traffic
congestion.
Table 9
Road accidents reported to police in the city of Colombo
1986-1995











                 Source : Department of Police
If the coastal shipping can be used to transport goods instead of roads, the flows of
goods transporting vehicles within the Colombo City as well as on the main roads of
the country can be reduced thus reducing the traffic congestion by more than 15% as
explained below.
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The total registered vehicles in the country 1,324,144
The total nmuber of trucks out of total vehicles 135.687
The total no of vehicles flowing in to the City of Colombo perday 181.466
The total no of trucks flowing in to the City of Colombo per day 18.595
One truck carries 15 metric tons of cargo, Accordignly total tons of
cargo transported from Colombo per day- 18595 *15 278.925
Total tons of cargo transported from Colombo 
per year  = 18595*15*365 101,807,625
As given in table 7 the total tonnage moved by coastal shipping is only about
320,000 metric tons per year. This is only about 0.3% of the total amount of cargo
yearly transported by trucks. According to the above data about 10% of the total
number of vehicles flowing inside the city of Colombo consists by trucks. Cargo
transporting vehicles is one of the major reasons for heavy traffic congestion on the
main roads and the City of Colombo. However, Sri Lanka is an island with 1,340
km*3 long coastal line. There are several ports around the country and government is
considering the development of port of Galle, Trincomalle and port of
Kankesanthurei and as well as some new ports in Oluvil and Hambantota (see figure
2). In the light of these port development projects it is possible to transport cargo by
sea around the country without having any infra-structural cost to the government.
Therefore, if capacity of the shipping is increased, more than 75% of the cargo carry
by trucks could be transported by sea. This would help to reduce the flowing of
trucks on the main roads and the city of Colombo by 75% thereby reducing the
traffic congestion on the main roads and in the city of Colombo by more than 15%.
                                                
3  soource: http:// www.odci.gov/cia/publications/factbokk/ce.html
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3.2.  Railway Transport system
Although the railway is the cheapest mode of transportation mode in Sri Lanka it has
become less important for freight transportation due to inefficiencies built up within
its operation. The length of railway track has not been increased from the inception
of Railway department. The current railway infrastructure is outdated and additional
investments are required for upgrading the system. The performance of railway in
passenger transport and cargo transport is given in table 10.
Table 10
The performance of Railway transport
1995-1998
Item Unit 1995 1996 1997 1998
Operated Kilometres ‘000 8,541 7,705 7,787 8,467
Passenger kilometres Million 3,321 3,241 3,290 3,538
Freight ton kilometres Million 136 107 96 102
Source: Central Bank of Sri Lanka
Sri Lanka Railway’s share in goods transportation has been declining over the years
and as a result, private truckers handled about 95% of the goods transportation by
land and Railway system is used mainly for passenger transport.
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CHAPTER 4
SUPPLY OF COASTAL SHIPPING
There are two sources of supply of ships for coastal shipping:
• Locally owned  ships
• Chartered ships
Owning a vessel is significant to a firm for so many reasons.
• Large amount of liquidity required to buy a single vessel
• When chartering a vessel for short-term period decision made today can be easily
changed tomorrow. When a vessel is purchased the company take a long- term
decision that is not easy to change in short time.
• The requirement of the vessel and economic condition can be changed quickly.
Therefore, the operator who does not like to own vessels has the option of chartering.
As described in chapter 2 MSCL is the only organisation who operates a service in
the coastal shipping with owned vessels whilst CGES and CPC depend on the
chartered vessels.  Hence this chapter will discuss the different types of charter
parties and ship-owners and chatterer’s cost under different charter options.
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4.1.  Types of charter parties
The charter party is the legally binding contract between charterer and the ship-
owner that signifies the terms of the charter. In chartering the ship-owner and
charterers use different types of charter contracts in their dealings with each other.
There are several types of charter parties that can be classified as follows
4.1.1.   Bareboat or demise chartering
In Bareboat chartering the ship-owner charters the unmanned vessel without taking
any active part in vessel operation and management functions. The charterer accepts
the delivery of the vessel in a specific port and takes over the responsibility of all the
owner’s functions in management and operation during the agreed period. After the
agreed charter period the charterer redeliver the vessel to the owner at the same port
or at another specified port. A bareboat charter is primarily a financing mechanism
that allows an owner to finance a vessel and charterer to have the use of vessel
without a large initial capital investment. During the period the charterer pays all
operating and voyage costs associated with the employment of the vessel. The
charterer is obliged to safe use of the vessel and returns it at the end of the charter in
a similar condition (except wear and tear) as when it was delivered to him.
4.1.2.  Time chartering
Under time chartering the owner or disponent owner agrees to let the vessel for the
exclusive use of the charterer for a fixed period of time, which may vary from a
month to several years. A time charter sometimes covers a single voyage or series of
voyages. Under time charter the operator of the vessel selects and hires crew, pay all
operating cost. The ship-owner gets paid for the time his ship is used and the
remuneration paid is called hire. The hire is almost invariably payable in advance
usually for a month or 15 days. In return the charterer gets the rights of using the
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whole space of the ship. If the hire is not paid promptly the owner may be entitled to
cancel the charter.
Some of the typical clauses in time charter parties are:
 Vessel description and performance. The charter party specifies the vessel
capacity, speed, fuel consumption and capacity of cargo handling gears if any. The
ship’s cargo capacity is given by dead weight or cubic capacity. The speed and
bunker consumption is important for the charterer to judge the operating potential of
the vessel. The chartered vessel has to be in conformity to these specifications
mentioned in the charter party; negatively penalties may exposé to the ship-owner.
Maintenance.  It is owner’s obligation to deliver a seaworthy ship and maintain the
seaworthiness during charter period.
Period and trading limits.  The time period of the charter and geographic limits that
vessel should be trading are normally specified in the charter party.
Under period time charter the chatterer has the right to send the ship to any port he
likes within safe waters.
Suspension of hire/Dry docking.  Charterer can off hire the vessel if it gets delayed
for a reason that is mentioned in the off hire clause and this clause specify the
frequency of dry-docking of vessel.
Hire payment. In time chartering the hire should be paid monthly or 15 days in
advance commonly in 30 days of 15 days. If the charterer failes to pay in time as
stipulated in the charter party the owners are entitled to cancel the charter.
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4.1.3.  Single or consecutive voyage chartering
Under voyage chartering the ship-owner undertake to provide a vessel for the
carriage of specified goods as a full loads for a single or a specified number of
successive voyages between loading and discharging ports. The remuneration paid to
the owner by the charterer is known as freight rate, which is charged as a certain
amount per ton of cargo.
Under voyage chartering the owner is responsible for all the operating expenses
incurred by the ship except loading and discharging cost which may be allocated
between the two parties according to the charter party. The owner does the
navigational commercial operation of the vessel and responsible for all the operating
expenses such as bunker, port and canal dues, extra insurance (war risk) etc. When
charterer controls the loading and discharging normally a specific time (lay time) is
allowed for cargo loading and discharging. The cargo must be brought alongside the
ship at the loading port and must be collected from the ship’s side at the port of
discharging. Further he has to take care of the efficiency of the cargo handling
operation and responsible for the extra time ship spent in port for loading and
discharging.
If the lay time is exceeded, the charterer has to pay for the extra time for the owner as
agreed in the charter party. This payment is called as demurrage. If the charterer
concludes the discharging and loading operation before the specified time the ship
owner pays the charterer an agreed amount called dispatch.
4.1.4.  Contract of affreightment
Under the contract of affreightment the ship owner undertakes to transport a quantity
of cargo over a given period of time on a particular route or routes. Under this charter
a particular vessel is not nominated and the ship owner can use any vessel in his fleet
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to transport the given cargo during the period. There are two types of contracts of
affreightment in commonly use
.
• Quantity COA. Under this agreement the carrier will be given a task to move a
specified volume or weight of cargo within a given period of time.
• Period COA.  In this agreement the amount of cargo to be moved would not be
specified in the contract instead it specifies the provision of a vessel of stated
capacity on a dedicated voyage pattern for a specified period of time.
4. 2.   Ship-owners and chatterer’s cost under different charter parties
Running of a vessel involves different types of costs and risks. The costs can be
capital cost, repair and maintenance cost, crew cost, bunker cost, port and canal dues,
cargo handling cost, etc. The costs and risks will be divided between the charterer
and the owner according to the type of charter. The cost elements in chartering under
different charter parties are given in figure 3.
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Figure 3
Shipowners and charterers costs under different charter parties
Capital Cost Daily Running Cost Voyage cost Cargo expenses
Loan repayment Crew expenses Bunker cost Cargo handling
Loan interest Maintenance & Repair Port charges Cargo claims
Taxes Stores Canal Dues









4.3.  Chartering of vessels  - Tender procedure for chartering of vessels
For both CGES and CPC, CSCL acts as brokers for chartering vessels. Both
organisation advice CSCL about their requirement of vessels. It is the normal
practice to put the order in the market inviting for tenders. The requirements are
circulated in the local market as well as in the foreign market and publish in the local
newspapers as well. All the offers/bids are evaluated by a cabinet appointed tender
board. The most suitable bid is selected according to the tender requirement. The
selected vessels are subject to inspect by Director of Merchant Shipping.  A copy of
a tender is given in annex 2
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4.4. Physical suitability of ships for coastal shipping
In order to operate the intended service of sea transportation the operator first of all
should select a vessel physically suitable to meet the requirement of moving cargo.
In order to be physically suitable for coastal shipping of Sri Lanka the vessels must
meet the following considerations.
4.4.1.  Draught
The draught of a vessel is defined as the distance a ship is immersed in the water. It
is measured from the ship’s bottom to the water line and represents the depth of
water that the vessel needs for safe passage. The ships operate in the coastal water of
Sri Lanka has draught limitation of 5 metres since that port of Kankesanthurei can
not accept vessels having more than 5 metre draught. Vessels with more than 5
meters draught have to be lightened at the anchorage.
4.4.2.   Size/type of Vessel
The size of a vessel, too large or too small, may cause problems for a movement. A
vessel may be too large to discharge at all the potential berths or it may be too small
to carry all the required cargo. The vessels operate in the coastal water of Sri Lanka
should be general cargo vessels equipped with cargo gears with lifting capacities
over 10 tons covering all hatches since that there is no cargo handling facilities in




In this chapter the cost elements of shipping will be analysed. Since that the cost of
shipping transportation is much higher than other transport modes it is worthwhile to
discuss the factors that affect the cost of shipping.





A Ship’s capital costs always play an important role in shipping transport and refer to
the cost of vessel ownership that is the cost of acquisition of a ship either new or
second hand.  In maritime transport the freight rates and charter hires will influenced
by the price of the ship. The size and type of the vessel and method of propulsion,
configuration and level of specialist equipment can influence the price of the ship.
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5.2. Operating cost
The operating costs of a ship comprise all the costs incurred during the daily running
of the ship and are thus sometimes called as daily running costs. Operating cost is a
fixed cost hence, as long as the ship is in operation. In other words the operating cost
is incurred when vessel is moving, laid up, when under repair. Operating cost
consists of five types of cost elements such as:
• Manning costs
• Repair and maintenance costs
• Insurance costs
• Stores and provisions / victualling
• Overhead and administration cost
5.2.1. Manning cost
Manning cost is the cost of crewing a vessel that includes salaries, overtime, training,
health and accident insurance and other benefits paid to the crewmembers.
5.2.2. Repair and Maintenance cost
The repair and maintenance costs encompass all the cost involved in making the
vessel technically seaworthy and maintain the vessel according to the standard
required by the classification society or company policy and international standards.
They include expenses of routine repairs such as annual survey, dry docking survey
etc. Repair and maintenance costs can be different between the same type and size of
vessel due to age differences and different technical conditions
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5.2.3. Insurance cost
Ships need to be insured because of the high risks encountered while they are
moving in the sea and to protect owners, shareholders, mortgagees, charterers, cargo
owners, crew and authorities interest in case of danger There are several types of
insurance policies obtained by ship owners for this purpose. Some of them are:
Hull & machinery insurance, Protection and Indemnity (P&I) insurance, Loss of
earnings, Currency fluctuations, War risks. However most important of above are
H&M and P&I insurance.
Hull insurance covers the hull and machinery damage of the assures’s vessel and the
hull and machinery damages and property damage of the other vessels in case of
collision.  It covers loss of earnings during the time of repair. The hull and machinery
damages can be a total loss, constructive total loss and partial loss.
P&I insurance covers all third party liabilities which are not covered under the Hull
and Machinery insurance. Some of those third party liabilities covered under P&I
insurance are:
• liability arising from the carriage of cargo
• pollution liability
• Liability for loss of life and injury to crew members, passengers and others, such
as stevedores, onboard ships.
• damage to fixed and floating objects and to other property
• such part of the liability for collision damage that is not covered under the hull
policy
• the excess liability arising out of collision, including that which is in excess of
the limit of the hull policy and
• wreck removal costs
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In addition to covering these standard risks, the P&I clubs have expanded to provide
other insurance: most insure war and defence risks and cover is also available for
strikes and through transport.
The insurance premium of both H&M and P&I depends on the vessel type, age, size,
flag, classification society, value of the ship, area of operation and previous claims
records of a particular vessel, reputation of the owner.
5.2.4. Stores and provisions/ victualling
Stores and provision costs include supplying of consumable items for both engine
and deck departments of the vessel such as lubricant oil, spare parts, vessels stores
such as rope, paint, grease, linen and other items need to operate the vessel. The
victualling cost covers food and beverages for the crew.
5.2.5. Administration cost
Administration costs include all cost incurred for shore based administrative and
management and communication and other miscellaneous charges.
The cost components of daily operating costs of vessel ‘Lanka Muditha’ time
chartered by CGES for their coastal shipping operation is given in table 11. The daily
operating cost (DOC) of all Sri Lankan flag cargo vessels operated in coastal waters
of Sri Lanka is given in Table 12
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Table 11
Daily Operating Cost of MV Lanka Muditha
Cost component Amount in $ %
Crew wages 712 25.2%
Repair & maintenance 637 22.6%
Insurance 428 15.16%
Stores &Victuailing 576 20.4%
Administration cost 491 17.4%
Total 2824 100%
                                                                                                       Source: CSCL
Table 12
Daily operating cost of Sri Lankan flagged cargo vessels









                                                                                                         Source: CSCL
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5.3. Voyage cost
Voyage costs consist with of all variable costs incurred for moving the vessel with or
without cargo during a particular voyage. The voyage costs consists of fuel cost, port
and light dues, canal dues.
5.3.1.  Fuel costs
The cost of fuel (bunkers) is directly influenced by the cost of bunkers in the market
and the level of fuel consumption of the ship. The fuel consumption of a ship
depends on the way it is designed and the care with which it is operated. In operation
the amount of fuel actually used by the ship depends on its hull condition, efficiency
of the ship engine and the speed at which it is operated.
5.3.2. Port costs
Port cost includes all charges levied on a ship for the usage of port facilities and
services offered by a port. Port facilities include dockage and wharfage charges while
service charges include pilotage, towage, mooring and unmooring and stevedoring
charges.
5.3.3. Loading and discharging cost – The costs associated with cargo handling.
5.4. Voyage cost from port of Colombo to Kankasanthurai for MV. Lanka
Muditha (General Cargo vessel) during 1998.
Data are collected from the vessels operated by CGES to analyse the cost of shipping
transportation, The cost data of vessels operated by MSCL could not collect due to
various difficulties. Therefore, transport cost of MV Lanka Muditha time charted by
CGES is analysed to find out the reasons for higher cost of shipping. The data are as
follows for Lanka Muditha from Port of Colombo to Kankasanthurei during 1998.
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Loading in Colombo 16 days
Discharging at KKS 22 days
Steaming days (Distance 432 at the speed of 11 knots) 6 days
Total voyage days 44 days
Total  number of voyages per year 8
Fuel consumption Main engine- DO*4 6.0 ton per day
Aux. Engine - at sea GO 1.10 ton per day
                   - in port GO 2.2 ton per day
Bunker prices                                                             DO $ 290 per ton
                                                                                   GO $ 300 per ton
Total tonnage transported per year 17223 tons*5
Average Total tonnage transported per voyage =  Total tonnage
transported / number of voyages performed per year = 17223/8 = 2152.875 tons
Port cost
Entering dues/Colombo - $4.55 per  100 GRT $ 133.5
Overhour dues/Colombo- $ 4.55 per  100 GRT $ 133.5
Pilotage in and out/ Colombo-$ 4.55 per 100 GRT $ 133.5
Pilotage for mooring unmooring/ Colombo- $2.30 per 100 GRT $ 205.9
Professional pilotage / Colombo $36 per movement for 3
movements $ 108
Tug charges/Colombo- $300 per m’ment for 6 movements $ 1800
Dockage alongside- $0.22 per 100 GRT per hour $ 3252.21
Pilotage KKS/PPD- $ 38 per movement $ 38
                                                
4 According to the specification, the type of HFO that is used for Lanka Muditha always should be
120 CST. Since this type of HFO is not available is Sri Lanka DO oil is used instead.
5 Source: SLPA
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Light dues (one entry in Colombo)- 64.60 for first entry only $  64
$ 5868.61
Stevedoring cost ( stevedoring cost at port of Colombo and
Port of KKS is paid together at port of Colombo*6)
       Loading and Dishcarging = 2153x $8 per ton $ 17223
       Harbor Tonnage dues    = 2153x.20 $ 430.575
$ 17653.58
Other charges
Hatch cleaning $ 200
Dunnage and lashing $1400
Cargo supervisory charges & Inducement $ 4200
Custom over time $ 181
            $ 5981.00
Bunker cost
                 MDO = 6 x 6 x 290 $ 10440
                 GO at sea= 1.1x 6x 300 $ 1980
                 GO at port= 2.2x38x300 $ 25080
$ 37500.00
Total voyage cost = Port cost + Stevedoring cost + other charges
+ bunker cost $ 67003.19
                                                
6 Port of Colombo, Galle, Trincomalee and KKS are owned and operated by Sri Lanka Ports
Authority. Therefore, stevedoring charges and other port cost at port of KKS can be paid at Port of
Colombo together with cost at port of Colombo.
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Annual voyage cost = Total cost per voyage x no of voyages per
                                                                    year = 67003.19 x8 = $ 536025.52
5.4.1.  Cost per ton
Considering annual off hire time is 13 days
Annual time charter hire = 3250 x 352 $ 1144000
Total cost = Annual voyage cost + annual time charter hire $1680025.52
Cost per cargo unit = Total Annual cost/Total unit of cargo
transported =  1680025/ 17223 $ 97.55
5.4.2.  Cost per ton mile
Total annual ton miles = total tons x distance carried*7 (532) 9,162,636 ton
miles
Cost per ton mile = Total annual cost/Total annual ton miles
                            = 1680025/ 9162636 = $0.18
Cost per ton mile in Rupees (Exchange rate 1$= Rs.65) Rs. 12.00
Similarly the cost calculation of transportation of petroleum products from Colombo
to Galle can be done as follows.
                                                
7 Due to the 50 miles off the coast regulation the distance from Colombo to KKS is increased by 100
miles = 432+100 = 532 miles
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5.5.  Estimated voyage calculation for MT. Rangiri (Tanker) voyage from
Colombo to Galle
Due to the fact that companies are not willing to disclose the vessel cost factors it
was difficult to find out the daily operating costs and voyage costs of tanker vessels
chartered by CPC. Hence the costs of tanker transportation is calculated based on
time charter hire paid by CPC to ship-owner M/S Pioneer Bunker Service (Pvt.) Ltd.
for M.T. Rangiri.
As mentioned in chapter one the CPC charter small tankers to transport petroleum
products to Galle and Kankesanthurei. MT. Rangiri was time chartered on voyage by
voyage basis for 3 months during 1998. The data are as follows:
GRT- 497.03
Cago Tank capacity. 957.208 - Loaded tons 900MT
Pumping Rate- 250 tons per hour
Speed - 9 knots
Bunker consumption- Sea passage  - GO 3.5 tons per day
Discharging -  GO- 3.0 tons per day
Loading/ Idling  GO -0.5 tons per day
According to the ship specification Voyage duration should
                                  be 1 day and 16 hours as calculated below
Loading - 4  hrs
Discharging - 4 hrs
steaming - 8 hrs
Waiting - 1 day
Voyage cost
Port cost
port dues Colombo -$4.55 per 100 GRT $ 22.61
Port dues at Galle - $4.55 per 100 GRT $ 22.61
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Pilotage in and out at Colombo- $4.55 per 100 GRT $22.61
Pilotage in and out at Galle- $4.55 per 100 GRT $22.61
Pilotage for mooring /unmooring - 2.30 per GRT
At Colombo $11.43
At Galle $ 11.43
Tug charges - $ 300 per tug -  for 2 tugs
at Colombo $600.00
at Galle $600.00
light dues $ 64.60
Loading and discharging cost 8 per ton for both ports 900 x 8 $ 7200.00
Total port cost including cargo handling $8577.90
Bunker cost
Bunker  at sea 8/24 days x3.5 tons per day x $ 290 per ton $ 338.00
Bunker cost at loading & idling = (4 hrs/24+ 1 day) x 0.5 tons
per day x $ 290 per ton = $168.00
Bunker cost at discharging =(4 hrs/24) x 3.5 tons per day 290 $ 169.00
Total bunker cost $ 675.00
Charter hire- 2500 per day = 2500 x 1.7 days       $ 4250
Total voyage cost = port cost + bunker cost + charter hire       $13502.90
5.5.1.  Cost per ton  13502.90/900=
$15.00
5.5.2.  Cost per ton mile = Total cost /(total tons carried x
                                                                                   distance) = 13502.90/ (900x
72 ) = $ .21
                                                                                                  =   Rs. 13.65*8
                                                
8 Exchange rate  $1 = Rs. 65
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According to the above calculation the estimated voyage duration from Colombo to
Galle is about 1.7 days. However, during the 3 months charter period the vessel
performed only 9 voyages from Colombo to Galle accordingly the average voyage
duration is about 4.5 days per voyage, which is 3.79 days more than what vessel
should perform according to the specification. The actual voyage performances of
MT. Rangiri and charter hire payments are given in table 13.
Table 13
The voyage performance of MT. Rangiri from Colombo to Galle






26 900 03 days 7500
27 900 03 days 15 hrs 8,000
30 900 08 days 5 hrs 20,000
32 900 04 days 10,000
34 900 05 days 12,500
36 900 3 days 5hrs 8,000
37 900 5 days 12,500
38 900 2 days 4 hrs 5,500
39 900 7 days 17,500
Average 4.5 days 101,500
Source: CPC
Therefore the actual cost of sea transportation is much higher than the above
estimated calculation. However due to lack of availability of data it was difficult to
find out why the actual voyage duration is higher than the estimated voyage duration.
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CHAPTER 6
COST COMPARISON WITH ROAD TRANSPORT
In this chapter the costs for road transportation is found. In order to calculate the cost
per ton mile cost data are collected from a transport company. The calculation is
based on Tata 1613 new lorry. Following assumptions were made on calculations.
Average speed – 32 km/h
Maximum total loading capacity – 10 tons
Daily distance – 400 km
Operation days per year – 300 days  (yearly driving distance – 120000 km)
Utilisation degree – 50% considering the lorry is empty in one transport leg














Capital cost – In order to calculate the annual capital cost, annual payment for the
loan, annual interest and depreciation costs are calculated. The capital cost is
calculated by using annuity formula. In doing so following assumptions were made.
Price of a Lorry - $ 184615.00
Interest rate   - 12% per annum
Economic life time – 10 years
Capital cost  = $ 32673.93
Capital cost per km = $ 32673.93 / 120000 = $ 0.27
Insurance cost – The insurance premium to be paid is dependent on the price of the
lorry. The yearly insurance premium of the lorry is assumed as $175. Accordingly
insurance cost per km = $175/ km.1200000 = $.001
Salary – The salary includes the drives’ and his assistance’ salary. The salary of the
driver is assumed as $ 5.00 per day and assistance as $2.50 per day. Accordingly
annual salary payment = $7.50 x 365 days = 2737.50
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The salary cost per km = $ 2737.50 / km. 120000 = $ 0.023
Administration cost – Data for administration cost could not be found hence is
assumed as zero.
Other fixed cost – Labour charges for cargo handling at loading and discharging is
not considered.
6.1.2.  Variable costs:
Repair and maintenance cost  - assumed as $ 1000 per year when the driving
distance is 120,000 km. The repair and maintenance costs will therefore, $0.04 per
km.
Tyre cost – Lorry need 8 tyres four in front and four in rear. Tyre wastage is 40,000
km per tyre. One tyre cost about $150/=.
Accordingly required number of tyres for km.120,000= 24 tyres per lorry per annum
The tyre cost per annum =24 x 150 = $ 3600
Tyre cost per km = 3600 / 120,000 = 0.03
Fuel cost –fuel consumption is 0.36 lt.*9 per km  and fuel price is $.06 per lt.
Total fuel consumption per year = 0.36x120000    = Lt.43,200
The annual fuel cost     = $0.06 x 43,200 = $ 2592
The fuel cost per km     = $2592/120000  =$ 0.021
                                                
9 The fuel consumption is 0.3 lt. per km for empty lorry and 0.45 lt. for loaded lorry. Accordingly
average fuel consumption is 0.36lt per km
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Total fixed cost $0.29
Repair and maintenance $0.04
Tires $ 0.03
Fuel $0.021
Total variable cost $0.09
Total cost per km $0.29 +. 09 = 39
Total cost per mile 0.39 x 1.6093 = $ .63 = Rs.40.95 per mile
e   ($1=Rs.65)
Total cost per ton mile Rs.40.95/10 = Rs.4.09
According to the food department information the cost of road transportation by
lorries is about Rs. 4.25 to Rs.5.75 per ton mile and by rail Rs.1.28 per ton mile
where as cost of sea transportation of general cargo is Rs.12 per ton mile
According to CPC the cost of road transportation of petroleum products is about Rs.
4.00 per ton mile where as cost of sea transportation is Rs.13.00 as per the estimated
voyage calculation.
Cost of sea transportation is however, measured in rupees per nautical mile.
Therefore, to compare the cost of sea transportation with road transport, cost per ton
per nautical mile should be converted into cost per ton mile. In doing so the cost of
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sea transportation of general cargo can be calculated as Rs. 10.43*10 per ton mile and
Rs. 11.30 per ton mile for petroleum products. Therefore, in comparing the cost of
sea transportation of general cargo and petroleum products with road transport the
shipping cost is 3 times higher than road transportation.
                                                
10 1 nautical mile = 1.15 miles
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CHAPTER 7
REASONS FOR HIGHER COSTS
7.1. Time spent in ports
The inefficiency in cargo handling requires the ships to spend more time in ports thus
increasing vessel turnaround time. The higher the turnaround time is lower the
productivity. Generally general cargo handling is time intensive. However,
approximately 200 tons of cargo per stevedoring gang per day can be handled in port
of Colombo. If two gangs are used it needs only 5.5 or 6 days to load M.V.Lanka
Muditha with 2215 tons of cargo whereas 16 days are used at present for loading
only. At Kankesanthurei it is about 100-125 tons per stevedoring gang per day can be
achieved. If lower case is considered discharging can be completed within 11 days
with two gangs. At present 22 days are used for discharging only. This increases the
voyage duration and reduces the number of voyages a ship can perform during a
year. When the number of voyages performed is lower, the amount of cargo carried
by the ship become low. When the amount of cargo transported is low the cost per
ton mile carried is higher. Cost of one ton mile is calculated by dividing the total cost
over the number of ton miles performed is given in following formula.
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     Utm = ΣTc;   where Utm - cost of one ton mile
    Σ(Q.L)                           QL. - Ton miles
TC -  Total cost
7.2.  Cargo imbalance
The vessel carried cargo from Colombo to North has less cargo on return leg. Almost
all CGES chartered vessels are sailed empty in return voyage therefore they carried
less cargo per year. Table 14 describes the cargo imbalance of the vessel operated by
CGES. As described in above paragraph, when the total tons carried are low the cost
per ton-mile is increased.
Table 14
The cargo imbalance of CGES operated vessels
1997-1998
Year Cargo Discharged MT Cargo loaded MT
1997 9111 44155
1998 755 64678
1999 (up to November) - 60384
Total 9866 169217
                                                                                                                  Source: SLPA
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7.3.  Higher bunker cost
When compare to the other ports the bunker prices in Colombo is very high. The
table 15 shows the cost of Bunker is Asia region as at 7th December 1998
Table 15
Bunker Prices in Asia
Location 380 cst 180 cst MDO MGO
Singapore 59 63 90 97
Hong Kong 77 79 115 122
Tokyo Bay 94 99 164 N/A
Pusan 70 74 116 123
Kaohsiung(pp) N/A 78 122 152
Colombo (pp) N/A 90 290 300
PP-posted price
Source- Fairplay December 7th, 1998
Since the cost of bunker in Colombo is the highest not only in the region but also in
the world the ships operate in coastal shipping has higher voyage cost. Reason for
higher bunker cost is the monopolistic situation in bunker supply.
7.4.  Government policies and regulation on coastal shipping
Another reason for higher cost of shipping is the lack of competition in the market
that is created by government policies and regulations of coastal shipping. To analyse
the situation the coastal shipping policy of Sri Lanka is discussed below.
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7.4.1. Coastal shipping policy of Sri Lanka
According to the government policies, only the vessels registered under Sri Lankan
flagged can be operated in the coastal water of Sri Lanka. In order to show how the
ship registration could affect the competition in the market the registration policy of
Sri Lanka is discussed below.
7.4.2.  The ship registration of Sri Lanka
The registration of ships can not be discussed without discussing the nationality of
ships simply because national rules for registration differ.
In the interest of order and safety of the open sea every ship must sail under the flag
of a state, which symbolises the nationality of the vessels. Article 5(1) of the Geneva
Convention on the High sea of 1958 provides that: “Each state shall fix the condition
for the grant of its nationality to ships for the right to fly its flag….”
The term nationality defines the legal bond between a ship and her flag state. When a
vessel fly the flag of a certain state it becomes under the jurisdiction and control of
that country. As a result national law indicates what rights a vessel enjoys and to
what obligations she is subject to. The Flag State also has jurisdiction over the vessel
on the high sea. When a vessel has a nationality she is subject to entry in the flag
state’s register and various rights relating to the ship can be registered. The register
of ships means the official list that is kept by the competent state’s authorities on the
principle of publicity, in which all necessary particulars regarding ships and their
owners or operators are recorded.
 As mentioned earlier a nationality is a special legal tie between a vessel and her flag
state, and registration constitutes a formal acknowledgement of a vessel’s nationality.
Registration is in fact only an official confirmation that a vessel meets the relevant
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national requirement and conditions of a country for granting of its nationality to
vessel.
The legislation, which governed registration in Sri Lanka, is the Merchant-Shipping
Act No.52 of 1971. According to the Merchant Shipping Act, in order to be
registered in Sri Lanka, a ship should be owned wholly either by:
(a) A natural person who is a citizen of Ceylon; or
(b) The Ceylon Shipping Corporation established under Act No. 11 of 1971, or any
Government-Sponsored Shipping Company or Corporation; or
(c) Anybody corporate as may be determined by the Minister
Under the part III chapter 8 of Merchant Shipping Act only the Sri Lanka flagged
ships can trade in Sri Lanka water.
 The chapter 8 says as follows:
RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF CEYLON AND OTHER SHIPS
Trade in Ceylon waters 114. (1) Subject to the provisions of sub-section (3) and of-
(a) Any regulations made or exemption given under this Act; or
(b) Any treaty or agreement with any foreign Government
Only Ceylon ships may trade in Ceylon waters.
(2) A person or body corporate not qualified to own a Ceylon ship as provided by
section 30 shall not charter or otherwise engage any Ceylon ship for trade in
Ceylon waters, except in accordance with such conditions as the Minister may
direct or prescribe
(3) The provisions of this section shall not apply to any boat licence under the Boats
Ordinance.
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(4) The master, owner or agent of any ship contravening sub-section (1), and any
person or body contravening sub-section (2), shall be guilty or an offence and on
conviction thereof shall be liable to a fine not exceeding ten thousand rupees;
and in addition any ship involved in such offence, shall be liable to be detained.
(5) In this section, “ trade in Ceylon waters means-
(a) The transport of passengers or goods or
(b) Towing
From one port or place in Ceylon waters to another such port or place for profit
reward. (Merchant Shipping Act No.52 of 1971)
CGES is however allowed to charter foreign flagged vessels for their operation. Any
organisation other than CGES who wants to operate ships in coastal water of Sri
Lanka either has to be relied on Sri Lankan flagged vessels or chartered foreign
flagged vessels through CGES. If vessels are going to be chartered through CGES,
government tender procedures must be followed and ships offered are subject to be
inspected by Director of Merchant Shipping (DMS) where stringent inspections are
carried out. Further more, any organisation, including CGES, who operates vessels in
coastal waters has to obtain ministry of defence approval and the ships that are to be
operated should meet the following non flag related restrictions irrespective of the
flag of registry.
7.4.3.  Non flag related restrictions
 General conditions
• All ships should have been certified as seaworthy on the Annual Inspection
Report issued by ship surveyor companies such as Lloyds, NKK, and Bureau
Veritas etc.
• There should be a certificate issued by the Director of Merchant Shipping under
the Merchant Shipping Act regarding seaworthiness of the vessel.
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• All ships and items should be insured
 Security Conditions
• All shipowners, Directors, Chief executives and the crew should be subjected to
security clearance
• All items for transport should be security cleared hundred percent, both at the
loading and unloading points in Colombo, Kankesanthurei and Point Pedro.
• Adequate number of Naval Personnel should be carried onboard.
 Technical and other management conditions
• The ships should have a minimum speed of 08 knots
• Sailing of the ships should be within the stipulated range of 50 nautical miles
• Each ship should have a minimum of two barges at Point Pedro for unloading
• There should not be any deviation from the cargo dispatch
Under the General conditions the items transported by the vessels are checked for
security clearance at the loading and unloading points which increase the loading and
unloading time.
Under the technical and other management conditions the ships should sail 50
nautical miles off the coast line and this condition increase the distance between the
ports which in turn increases the number of steaming days of a voyage. The normal
distance between port Colombo and Kankesanthurei is 432 NM however due the
condition of 50 NM off the coast has increase the distance to 532.
Further, under technical and management conditions the ships should have minimum
of two barges at Point Pedro for unloading. In order to supply two barges with a ship
the owners have to incur additional cost of positioning and repositioning cost
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together with the cost of barges and insurance cost. Therefore the ship operators has
to bear additional cost other than normal costs which increase the freight rates and
charter hires considerably.
7.5.  Lack of competition due to Government policies
As mentioned before coastal shipping in Sri Lanka is only open for Sri Lankan
flagged ships and however, CGES is granted by an exemption to hire foreign flagged
vessels to operate their service. Any other organisation that wishes to operate a
service with foreign flagged ships has to charter these vessels through CGES.
However, when tenders are called for the chartering of vessels the participation of
foreign ship-owners is very low due to the above mentioned non flag related
restrictions and if offered the ships do very often not meet the tender requirements.
Only 14*11 general cargo vessels are registered under Sri Lankan flag where of
which nine ships are owned by MSCL. Since MSCL operates their own service in
coastal waters of Sri Lanka there is very little possibilities for CGES or other
organisation to charter Sri Lankan flagged vessels. The few vessels available with
local flag can only offer with higher charter hires because of the lower
competitiveness in the market. Therefore, the cargo carried by vessels chartered
though CGES have to be transported with higher cost.
Shipping is an economic activity and therefore basic economic and market rules can
be applied to analyse the situation. According to the economic rules: -
1. A rise in the supply of a commodity causes a decrease in the equilibrium price
and increase in the equilibrium quantity bought and sold.
2. A fall in the supply of a commodity causes an increase in the equilibrium price
and a decrease in the equilibrium quantity bought and sold. ( S.Ma 1999)
                                                
11 Source: Institute of Shipping Economics and Logistics – Year book - 1997
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The supply of ships for the coastal sea transportation is lower due to
• Longer turnaround times in port
• Coastal shipping policy of the country
• Stringent non flag related restrictions imposed by the government
As shown in the figure 4 when the supplied quantity in the market is low the rates go
up and the quantity is high the rates go down. Therefore, when there is not enough
supply for the demand the few suppliers can offer their ships for higher freight rates
thus increasing the cost of transportation.
Figure 4
The effect of shifts in the supply curve
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CHAPTER 8
 ANALYSIS OF POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS
8.1. Cargo imbalance
The cargo imbalance is one reason for the higher cost of transport. As discussed
earlier the vessels operating in the coastal trade sails empty on their return leg of the
voyage.  Table 14 shows the cargo imbalance of the CGES chartered general cargo
vessels. However, several farmer organisations in North of the country have taken
the initiative to send their agricultural products to the markets in Colombo. Many
consignments of the farm produce transported by sea will go bad even before they
arrived in Colombo as sea transport from Kankesanthurei/Point Pedro to Colombo
take longer voyage time. The problem of cargo imbalance can therefore, be only
partly overcome if the cargo handling time at ports is reduced combined with the use
of temperature controlled container for the perishable goods.
8.2. Turnaround times in port
The cargo handling performance of the port of Colombo as well as in port of KKS is
lower than the actual performance due to inefficiency of the stevedores. The
stevedores belong to Sri Lanka Ports Authority (SLPA) who owns all the ports in the
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country. Therefore, increase of cargo handling performance at port of Colombo and
Port of Kankasathurei could be achieved only by the intervention of SLPA. SLPA
should allow the coastal ships operators to use private stevedores in order to improve
the cargo handling performances
Another reason for higher turnaround time of ships in port is the conditions imposed
by the government on the security grounds.  Since that the regulations are required
for the security purpose the possible solution to reduce the long voyage duration is
unitisation of cargo for faster handling at ports. As mentioned before the cargo
transported to North undergo a security check at both loading and discharging thus
increasing the loading and discharging time. If cargo transported are stuffed into
containers outside the port under security supervision and sealed and transport into
port with security, the requirement for security check at the ships’ side will not arise
thereby reducing the ships turn around time in ports. However, since that the port of
Kankesathurei and Point Pedro do not have any container handling facilities the ships
should be self sustaining with cargo gears.
8.3.  Lack of competition
The next reason for higher cost is imperfect competition due to low supply of ships
in trade. Opening up for more supply will increase the competition and reduce the
freight rates and charter hires. The normal time charter hire for a 3,000 DWT bulker
in the international market is about $ 2400 to $ 2100 per day*12 whereas in Sri Lanka
a Sri Lankan flagged vessels are hired around $3000 per day. Hence, if the foreign
flagged vessels are allowed to trade in the coastal sea the competition will be
increased thereby reducing the charter hire and freight rates. The lower charter hire
and freight rates will in turn reduce the cost of shipping. Even in the USA and India
where coastal trade is open only for local flagged vessels are changing their
regulation due to higher cost of coastal sea transportation.
                                                
12 source: Fairplay, August 12,1999
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• The USA coastal shipping policy and Jones Act – In 1920 the US congress
passed the Jones Act in order to protect the U.S. flag shipping. According to the
act all the domestic waterborne trade (coastal trade) can be moved only by the
U.S. built ships crewed with American citizens. However, during recent past the
act has been criticised by the shippers who believes that rates are higher in
coastal shipping due to lack of competition.
• Indian coastal shipping policy - According to the Fairplay source India also has
decided to open the coastal trade for bareboat charter vessels. India’s director
general of shipping, BK Saha, is considering temporary licences for bareboat
charter-cum-demise ships to work in the Indian coastal trade. The bareboat
charter vessels will be treated as equal to Indian-flagged vessels in coastal trades.
Therefore it is time for Sri Lanka to change the coastal shipping policy and allow
foreign ships to work in the coastal trade without any difficulty or else allow
bareboat charter vessels to work in the coastal trade.
8.4.  High bunker cost
The higher bunker price in Colombo is another reason for higher cost of sea
transportation. There is only one bunker supplier in Colombo Lanka Marine Services
(LMS). The bunker supply of LMS is mainly dependent on the production of CPC
refinery, which unable to meet the demand thus creating the higher prices.
Eventhough the company is forced to import bunkers, the prices are still higher due
to monopolistic situation in the market. Government has taken initiative to invite
foreign oil companies to set up refineries on the island aiming to reduce not only the
bunker price but also aviation fuel and, other refined products. However government
intervention is required to supply bunker at lowest cost for ships trade in coastal
shipping. The lowest price in the region is $90 and $97 per ton for DO and GO
respectively.
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8.5.   A cost scenario with improved efficiency
Following assumptions were made to calculate the transport cost of MV. Lanka
Muditha with improved efficiency of cargo imbalance, bunker prices and charter
hire.
The charter hire rate:  $ 2400 per day
Bunker prices: DO – $150 per ton and GO - $ 159per ton
The cargo imbalance is reduced by 50% and the load factor is 1.5
Voyage cost
Loading/Discharging at port of Colombo 10
Discharging/ loading  at port of KKS 22
Steaming days (Distance 432 at the speed of 11 knots)  4.5
Total voyage days 36.5
No of off hire days  = 5 days
Total  number of voyages per year = 360 / 30 12 voyages
Fuel consumption Main engine- HFO ( instead of HFO DO is used) 6.0 tons per
day
Aux. Engine - at sea GO 1.10 tons per
day
                   - in port GO 2.2 tons per
day
Bunker prices    DO $150 per day
                          GO $159per day
Average Total tonnage transported per voyage = 2153 x 1.5*13 3229.5
Total tonnage transported per year = total tonnage per voyage x 38,754 tons
                                                
13 1.5 = the ship is loaded full  from Colombo to North and half full on return leg to Colombo
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number of voyages = 3229.5 x 12 per year
Port cost
Entering dues/Colombo - $4.55 per  100 GRT $ 133.5
Overhour dues/Colombo- $ 4.55 per  100 GRT $ 133.5
Pilotage in and out/ Colombo-$ 4.55 per 100 GRT $ 133.5
Pilotage for mooring unmooring/ Colombo- $2.30 per 100 GRT for
3 movements
$ 205.9
Professional pilotage / Colombo $36 per movement for 3 movements $ 108
Tug charges/Colombo- $300 per movement for 6 movements $ 1,800
Dockage alongside- $0.22 per 100 GRT per hour $ 3,252.21
Pilotage KKS/PPD- $ 38 per movement $ 38
Light dues (one entry in Colombo)- 64.60 for first entry only $  64
$ 5,868.61
Stevedoring cost
       Loading and Dishcarging = 3229.5x 8 $25,836.00




Dunnage and lashing $1,400






                 MDO = 6 x 6 x 150 $5400.00
                 GO at sea = 1.1x4.5x 159 $787.05
                 GO at port = 2.2x32x159 11193.60
$17380.65
Total voyage cost = port cost + stevedoring cost + other charges +
bunker cost = 5,868.61+26,481.90+ 6,731+17380.65
56462.16
Annual voyage cost = Total voyage cost x no of voyages per year $677545.92
8.5.1.  Cost per ton
Considering annual off hire time is 5 days
Annual time charter hire = 2400 x 360 $864000.00
Total cost = Annual voyage cost + annual time charter hire =
$677545.92 + 864,000.00 1541545.92
Cost per ton = Total Annual cost/Total unit of cargo
                                       transported = 1541545.92/ 38,754 $39.77
8.5.2. Cost per ton mile
Total annual ton miles = total tons x distance carried =
                                                                      38,754 tons x 532
20617128.00
Cost per ton mile = Total annual cost/Total annual ton miles =
                                 1541545.92/20617128 $0.07
Cost per ton mile in Rupees (Exchange rate 1$= Rs.65) Rs. 4.55
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8.5.3. The additional transport cost
The above calculation shows that considerable cost reduction can be realised in
combination with an increase in transport time, reduced bunker prices and with
improved competition in the charter market. As explained earlier the cargo
transported by CGES charted vessels are government cargo. The government
therefore absorbs the additional cost of shipping transport. However this is not same
with the cargo transported by MSCL. The additional transport cost always will be
reflected in the final price of the products transported by MSCL vessels thus
increasing the price of the consumable items in the North.
The total additional transport cost per year absorbed by the government due to higher
shipping cost can be calculated as follows.
The cost difference of a ton       =  The actual cost per ton – cost per
ton  with Improved efficiency
       =  Rs.97.55 – 39.77
        =  Rs.57.78
Total additional transport cost per year  =  Total average tons transported by
CGES per year X cost difference
      =  59694.33*14 x Rs. 57.78
 Total additional transport cost per year   =  Rs. 3,449,138.58
                                          =  $ 53063.67*15
                                                
14  Total ton transported by CGES vessels are given in table 7




Shipping has been the natural means of transport in many countries, particularly
those with long coastline or those consisting of numerous islands. Throughout the
world to day it is possible to sample a large variety of domestic shipping from canoes
to sophisticated cargo and passenger ships. Coastal shipping has been identified by
many countries especially European union as a solution to increasing traffic
congestion on the land based transportation system and also as a solution for the
problem of pollution that road transport is met with. However, the importance of
coastal shipping in Sri Lanka was not identified until 1990. Due to the political
unrest the land based transport system in the North part of the country was
obstructed. Eventually sea became the connection between south and north and used
as an alternative mode of transport to land based transport. However the cost of
coastal shipping is very high when compare to the land based transport.
Therefore, the objective of the study was to analyse the cost factors of coastal
shipping of Sri Lanka and find out the reasons for higher cost. Upon completion of
the analysis following reasons were discovered as reasons for higher costs.
• The longer voyage duration results from the inefficiencies in cargo handling at
port of Colombo and  at port of Kankesanthurei
• The cargo imbalance results from the longer transit time
• The government regulations and policies
• The lack of  competition in the charter market
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• Higher bunker costs at port of Colombo
In concluding the study the following recommendations can be made to overcome
the above mentioned reasons that increase the costs of shipping.
• The operators of coastal ships should allow using private stevedores instead of
SLAP stevedores.
• The coastal shipping policy of Sri Lanka should be changed allowing foreign
flagged ships or bare boat charter ships to operate in the coastal trade.
• Changes in non flag related regulations.
• Government intervention to supply bunkers for coastal ships at concession prices.
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TARIFF – Mercs Hendala voy. CBO/PPD/25
           Freight Rate (US$)




Aata Flour 45.00 -
Aluminium Ware
Areated water 45.00 -
Arecanuts 45.00 -
Arpifoam sheets - 35.00
Aval - 45.00
Baking Powder - 45.00
Batteries - 45.00
Battery Acid - 45.00
Beedi - 45.00
Beehive Margering - 45.00
Bicycles (unassembled) - 45.00
Bicycle locks - 45.00
Bicycle reams - 45.00
Bicycle tubes - 45.00
Bicycle tyres - 45.00
Bicycle ware - 45.00
Biscuts - 45.00
Black Gram 45.00 -
Black gram dhall - 45.00
Bleaching powder 45.00 -
Bolts & Nuts - 45.00
Briefcases - 45.00
Brown paper bags - 35.00





Chick Mash - 35.00
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           Freight Rate (US$)










Coconut Oil - 45.00
Coffee - 45.00





Cushion chairs - 45.00
Cushions - 45.00
Cummin seed 45.00 -
Dates 45.00 -
Dill Seed 45.00 -
Dhall 45.00 -
Dry Ginger - 45.00
Electric fans - 45.00
Emulsion Paint - 45.00






Fancy Items - 45.00
Feeding Bottles - 45.00
Fennel Seed 45.00 -
Fertililzer 45.00 -
Formica seets - 45.00
Fulscap sheets - 45.00
Galvanized Buckets (large) - 45.00
Garlic - 45.00
Generators - 45.00
Gingerly Seed 45.00 -
Glucose - 45.00
Gram 45.00 -
Gram dhall 45.00 -
Gram Flour 45.00 -
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           Freight Rate (US$)




Green Gram 45.00 -
Gripe water - 45.00
Ground Nuts - 45.00
Harpic Powder - 45.00
Horlics - 45.00
Hyco - 45.00
Ice Cream Cones - 45.00
Icing Sugar - 45.00
Incence Sticks - 40.00
Iron & Steel Rods (U.L.Jooints) - 45.00
Jaggery 45.00 -
Jam Bottles - 45.00
Kerosene Oil - 45.00
Kerosene oil Cooker - 45.00
Kurakkan - 45.00
Land master - 45.00
Landmaster tyres - 45.00
Lunch sheets - 45.00
Maja - 45.00
Maldive fish - 45.00
Marmite - 45.00
Mednut - 45.00
Methe seed 45.00 -
Milk maid - 45.00
Milk powder - 45.00
Milo - 45.00
Moltova - 45.00
Motor cycles - 45.00
Motorcycl battery - 45.00
Motorcycle spare parts Unassembled ) - 45.00
Motorcyle tyres - 45.00
Multi bond - 45.00
Mustard Seed 45.00 -
Nescafe - 45.00
Nestamold - 45.00




Orid dhal 45.00 -
Paddy - 45.00
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           Freight Rate (US$)





Paper bads - 35.00




Pharmaceutical Items - 45.00
Photocopy machine - 45.00
Pittu pots - 35.00
Plalstic basins - 45.00
Plastic charis - 45.00
Plastic ware - 45.00
Plums - 45.00
Poultry Feed - 35.00
Powder - 45.00
Poonac - 40.00




Rice bran - 34.00
Roofing Sheets - 45.00
Rulang - 45.00
Safety Matches - 45.00
Sago Seed 45.00 -
Salt 45.00 -
Sanitary Towels - 45.00
Scooters - 45.00
Screw Nails - 45.00
Shampoo - 45.00
Shopping bags - 40.00
Soap - 45.00
Soap Nuts - 45.00
Sooft Drinks - 45.00
Solison - 45.00
Soys meat - 40.00
Spare Parts - 45.00
Sparts - 45.00
Stationery Items - 45.00
Steel Tables - 45.00
Sugar 45.00 -
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           Freight Rate (US$)




Sugar Candy - 45.00




Textiles & Fancy Items - 45.00
Three Wheeler - 45.00
Tinned Fish - 45.00
Toffees - 45.00
Torner - 45.00
Tooth brushes - 45.00
Tooth paste - 45.00
Torch battery - 45.00
Torch light - 45.00
Torch light bulbs - 45.00
Tumeric - 45.00
Ulunthu Flour 45.00 -
Urea 50.00 -
Ushala Blue - 45.00
Vanila - 45.00
Vegetable Oil - 45.00
Vehicle muffler - 45.00
Vehicle Battery - 45.00
Vehicle tubes - 45.00
Vehicle tyres - 900x20,825x20 - 45.00
Video Cassettes - 45.00
Vim - 45.00
Viva - 45.00
Washing Soda 45.00 -
Water pumps - 45.00
Weighing scale - 45.00
Weighing scale stones - 45.00
Welding Wire - 45.00
Welding rods 45.00 -
Wheat - 45.00
Wire mesh (poultry Net) - 45.00
Wire Nail - 45.00
Yeast - 45.00
*ALL OTHER CARGO WILL BE CHARGES AT USD 45.00 PER METRIC TON/CBM
LD/Mercantile Shipping Co., Ltd                                            9/14/98
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Annex 2
TENDER FOR CHARTERING OF
TWO CARGO VESSELS
Tender No. ES/F/TS/16
Tenders are hereby invited by the Chairman, Cabinet Appointed Tender Board of the
Office of Commissioner General of Essential Service from all
Owners/Brokers/Agents to charter two Cargo Vessels (Tween Decker) capable of
carrying about 3000 MT of general cargo (plus or minus 10%) on time charter basis
with following Specifications, Main Terms and Conditions. All Tenders should be
furnished in a sealed cover, marked “ TENDER FOR CHARTER OF TWO CARGO
VESSELS” on the left hand top corner of the envelop addressed to “ The Chairman,
Cabinet Appointed Tender Board, Office of the Commissioner General of Essential
Services, No.62 A, Jawatta Road, Colombo 05.” And should be sent under
Registered Cover to reach him on or before 3.00 p.m. on 7th October 1999. The
Tenders can also be deposited in the Tender Box kept in this office on or before 3.00
p.m. on 07th October 1999.
Tenders will be opened at 3.15 p.m. on 07th October 1999 at this office. Tenders or
their authorised Representatives are allowed to be present at the time of opening.
MAIN TERMS AND CONDITIONS
1. Type of vessel – Tween Decker
2. Period – minimum six (06) months and thereafter further extensions up to 3
months at a time on charters’ option
3. Minimum of 8 knots in fully loaded condition in sea state 4 ( Beaufort scale)
4. Minimum mean Draft 5 Mts.
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5. Stack weight should not be less than 5 MT for deck and 10 MT Hatch Covers in
order to carry heavy cargo.
6. Sea keeping ability – up to sea state 6
7. Laycan – end of October/November 1999
8. Vessels should be equipped with Navigational/Radio equipment, Radar and
Communication equipment acceptable or Director of Merchant Shipping of Sri
Lanka.
9. Should have valid certificates through out charter and should posses necessary
Trading Certificate issued by a classification Society acceptable to the Director of
Merchant Shipping.
10. Should possess owners valid P & I/ Insurance cover including wreck removal and
third party liability.
11. Age below 20 years
12. Delivery – at loading berth Colombo/KKS/PPD/Trincomalle at charters’ option
after inspection and acceptance by Secretary, Ministry of Defence of Sri Lanka
and Director of Merchant Shipping.
13. Redelivery – any Sri Lanka Coastal Port including PPD with 10 days notice
14. Trading – to be engaged in coastal services in Sri Lanka
15. Vessel to operate minimum 50 nautical Miles off the coast and vessel should hold
certificate for this operation
16. Subject to approval to lifted within two weeks on fixing main terms
17. Preference will be given to vessels having lifting capacities over 10 tons covering
all hatches for carriage of Heavy Cargo.
18. Vessel should have minimum 3 hooks
19. Vessel should consume Intermediate Fuel Oil over CST
20. Subject to inspection/survey at a place convenient and acceptance and approval
by the Secretary, Ministry of Defence, Sri Lanka, Director of Merchant Shipping,
Colombo and Charterers.
21. Charter Hire to be indicated without bunkers
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22. Charter Hire will be paid 15 days in advance
23. 1.25 percent Brokerage to CSCL
24. Fresh Water and Lubricant on owners account
25. All offers should accompany a bid bond of US$ 25,000/= in the form Bank
guarantee which should be valid for a minimum period of 90 days from an
Internationally reputed Bank confirmed by a reputed Bank in Sri Lanka
26. On the offer being acceptable, the owner will provide a Performance Bond of
US$ 45,000/= valid during the tenure of charter from  an Inernationally reputed
Bank confirmed by a reputed Bank in Sri Lanka
27. On the receipt of Performance Bond the Charter Party will be signed and Bid
Bond will be released
28. Additional War Risk Insurance to be for owners account and Charterers will not
pay any premium
29. Otherwise as per usual CGES terms/conditions based on NYPE or Baltime
Charter Party
30. Sri Lanka Law to apply
31. Arbitration in Sri Lanka
32. All ship owners, Directors, Chief executives and the Crew should be subjected to
security clearance
33. Adequate no. of naval personnel should be carried on board
34. The presence of Sri Lanka Navy persons on board should not be considered as a
guarantee of security
35. Each ship should have a minimum of two barges at PPD for unloading
36. There should not be any deviations from the cargo dispatch
37. Copies of following certificates to be submitted along with the offer
a) Certificate of Registy
b) Current Class Certificate
c) Load Line Certificate
d) Safety Construction Certificate
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e) Safety Equopment Certificate
f) Safety Radio Certificate (GNDSS)
g) Marpol Certificate
Offers should indicate Name of Vessel/s & Owners/Manager/Operators flag, class &
full description of vessel/s i.e. NRT/GRT, loaded draft speed, consumption/ where,
presently trading/last & next dry docking, present position & pocked plan. In the
absence of required details the offer will be rejected.
The offers should be valid for 60 working days after closing.
Decision of the Cabinet Appointed tender Board will be the final
Cabinet Appointed Tender board has the right to cancel the whold offer or part of the
offer without assigning any reasons. Further Commissioner General of Essential
Services has the right to decide/select the vessels and the numbers without assigning
any reasons. Such decisions will be final and conclusive.
S.K.Malavisooriya Sgd./ Chariman
Secretary- Tender Board Cabinet Appointed Tender Board
For Commissioner General of Office of the Commissioner General of
Essential Services Essential Services
